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serve turns." But Laud's master was a struggling king, in need of support. Laud did not realise that Royalism was a passing phrase, for every one likes to think His own views are part of the changeless stuff of the Universe; but his enemies accused him of framing religion to serve the King's turn, and the charge is absolutely unanswerable.
The bias showed itself first in the control of appointments. Laud had long ago made a kind of Crockford's Directory of the Clergy, and marked each name P, or 0., Puritan or Orthodox. The P.'s were seldom dismissed, though frequently rated. It was rather that men of a certain cast of mind knew that there was no welcome for them and certainly no promotion in the English Church. The prohibition against controversy and preaching on " curious points of doctrine " was relaxed, and relaxed in disfavour of Puritanism, in favour of the Royalist. Some care was taken to prevent the preaching of submission to arbitrary despotism, but Mainwaring, who had told a congregation to subscribe to the Forced Loan, had now become a bishop. Meanwhile the Puritan prayer-meetings were prohibited in private houses, in fields, and woods. Baxter, later to be chaplain to a Roundhead regiment, tells us how such proceedings of Laud's turned him from his previous loyalty to Church and Prayer Book. He knew many excellent Puritans, and thought that "those who silenced and troubled such men could not be genuine followers of the Lord of Love." The same Church which broke up their prayer-meetings, censored their books, and rewarded their opponents in the pulpit. Many were emigrating to America (Laud thought of prohibiting them, but cancelled the order), and there were among them enough men to set up a state based on principles which were perhaps farther from those of the Lord of Love than ever Laud's had been. The intolerance on both sides makes one wonder whether the problem was not for the time insoluble. It is interesting to find that the first step to a solution was already being taken, and on American soil.

